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1. Introduction
Single electron devices have been expected to control

electrons one by one by the Coulomb blockade effect IU. If
the number of electrons held in the node in each single
electron device can be easily controlled, multiple-valued
single electron circuits will be realized by making the
multiple-logic correspond to the number of electrons.
However, so far, this method has not been applied to realize a
multiple-valged single electron device. We have recently
found the method to realize a multiple-valued single electron
memory device, which has a serially connected junction-
capacitor-junction structure, by making multiple-logic
correspond to the number of electrons [2].

In this paper, we have studied about three-valued single
electron memory anay circuits using this memory device by
the numerical simulation based on the Monte-Carlo method.
We have developed a single electron memory cell which
consists of the memory device combined with a reading
circuit. We have successfully demonstrated that a memory
array constructed with the memory cells functions as a three-
valued memory array, and that any of three logical values can
be stored in a selected cell and stored data can be output
through the reading circuit from a selected cell. The logic-
operation behavior of the memory cell indicates that the
memory array can be also used as a functional memory
device which carries out the logical sum of input and stored
data.

2. Memory cell
Fig.l shows a schematic of a new memory cell constructed

with a single electron memory device and a reading circuit.

Fig.l Schematic of a memory cell constructed with a
single electron memory device and a reading circuit.
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single electron rnemory device
The single electron memory device has one capacitor C,

which is serially connected between two tunneling junctions
J, and Jr. The electron configuration at nodes A and B is
presented as (zo, z"). Since, t charges at these nodes attract
each other, the memory circuit has multiple stable states
coresponding to (no, flr) states. In the previous work f2l, we
have succeeded in operating the memory device as a three-
valued memory which has three stable states of (-1, 1), (0, 0),
and (1, -l). These states can be corresponded to logic "-1",
"0", and "1", respectively. When we change the memory
states among the three states, we apply specific voltages
suitable for the changes between terminals a and b. The
voltages depend on the device parameters. In this study, the
capacitances and resistances of junctions J,, J, Jr,Jr, J.r, and Ju

are 0.75 x l0''o F and 5 MQ, respectively, and the
capacitances of the capacitors C,, Cr, and C, are 6.0 x 10-20 F,
0.3 x 10-20 F, and 0.3 x l0-'F, respectively. These parameters
are fixed such that the frequency and thermal errors [3] at
room temperature are neglected. To change the memory state
from '0u tottl", from tt-ltttottOt', from ulu tqtr0tr, or from
"0u to "-1", the voltage is set to be 9.2V,6.6 V, -6.6 V, or -
9.2V, respectively. These values are determined on the basis
of the results of the Monte-Carlo simulation for the memory
cell.
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the memory array circuit constructed
with the memory cells which are shown in Fig. l.
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Table I Three-valued operation method for the array shown in Figure 2. The cell states (-l,l), (0,0), and
(l,-l) representlogic "-1n, uOo and "1", respectively.
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reading circuit
The reading circuit consists of two single

electron transistors T, and Tr, the gates of which
are connected to the nodes A and B in the single
electron memory device, respectively. A stored

memory state is read by measuring currents I,
and I, which flow from terminal d to terminal c
and from terminal f to terminal e, respectively,
under the condition that the voltages at terminals
a and b are 0 V. If the stored state is (0,0), I, = Iz
because the voltage at node A, is equal to the

voltage at node B. If the state is (1,-l), I, ) I,
because the voltage at node A is higher than the

voltage at node B. In the similar manner, if the

state is (-1,1), I, ( Ir. Thus, the stored state is
read by detecting the difference between the

amounts of I, and I, currents.

3. Memory Array
Using this memory cell, we construct a

memory array as shown in Fig. 2. When we
write data in, for example, cell a, we apply the

specific voltage to writing lines X, and Y, to change the cell
state. When we read data from, for example, cell a, we apply
the specific voltages between reading lines Xu, and Yu, and

between reading lines Xd, and Yd, for reading current
detection. If a cell is not selected for data reading, the same

voltages are applied to the reading lines for the cell. These

specific voltages are evaluated by the Monte-Carlo
simulation and are tabulated in Table l. As shown in Table l,
written data or logic is the result of a logical sum of input and

stored data.
Finally, we have simulated time-dependent data writing

and reading performances for the memory array using the

Monte-Carlo method with the above operation conditions.
The results are shown in Fig. 3. The three logical values can

be read by measuring the I, and I, currents with the reading
circuit. It is also confirmed that the memory logic changes in
correspondence with the results shown in Table 1, and that
the memory cell functions as a three-valued memory cell.
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Fig.3 Simulation of data writing and reading performances of the memory

array shown in Fig. 2 under a room temperature condition. The thick lines

show writing and reading voltages and data reading currents I, and Ir for each

memory cell.

4. Conclusions
We have proposed a three-valued single electron memory

array with single electron memory cells which have a serially
connected junction-capacitor-junction device and a data

reading circuit. Using the numerical simulation based on the

Monte-Carlo method, we have demonstrated that three

logical values "-1", "0", and "1" can be written and read, and

that the array functions as a three-valued memory anay .

Since the result of a logical sum of input and stored data can

be stored in the cell, the single electron memory array is
expected to function as a novel functional memory.
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